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INTRODUCTION
London’s economy and its leading role as an employer appear to be firmly
back on track, with an additional 861,000 jobs projected to 2036. That
growth won’t be distributed evenly across the Capital, but boroughs are
working hard to secure a share of it, making jobs and skills development key
targets along with housing and development. Responding to investor priorities,
preparing for sector shifts and having a clear case for inward investment –
including a strong USP – will help them take advantage of the growth to come.
This high-level briefing outlines
London’s strengths, touches on key
relocation factors affecting the
Capital, and provides glimpses of
three borough approaches to inward
investment. This piece will serve as
context for a longer Future of London
report planned for autumn 2015.
Please get in touch if you’d like
to participate.
From BT Sport setting up at Queen
Elizabeth Olympic Park to Google
locating its headquarters at King’s
Cross, major employers are investing
heavily in London’s key regeneration
areas – and beyond. The Capital’s
overall employment base is growing,
as major businesses move into the
market, existing employers expand
and SMEs open at a UK-leading rate.
By many measures, London is back on
track for employment and investment,
with an additional 861,000 jobs
projected to 2036.

This bounty isn’t spread equally.
The shift toward service-led industries
is expected to continue as other
sectors decline or level off, and
while these lighter-footprint entities
can theoretically operate anywhere,
employment growth – of all kinds
– will vary significantly across the
Capital. Local authorities are keenly
aware of this, and are focusing
intently on business birth and
survival rates, occupier retention
and workspace vacancy, and skills
development.
Inward investment – specifically
“bringing new employers to [a]
borough and ensuring that existing
businesses who are seeking to relocate
remain in the borough” (Enfield) – is
now a critical element of regeneration,
planning and economic development
strategies, not least for its potential
to address both economic and social
issues. But how can local authorities
stand out, change old or negative
perceptions, or attract and nurture
employers while strapped for resources?
More and more, boroughs are working
to identify, build on, and pitch their
strongest assets as USPs to draw
inward investment in innovative ways.

London’s local authorities all have
some level of inward investment
strategy, and there are any number
of promotional organisations and
tools focused on attracting investors.
What are they delivering, and could
they do more?
Future of London’s full report,
for release in autumn 2015, will
assess and share that boroughlevel experience. Are those who’ve
embarked on this path succeeding?
What tools are they using, and what
constitutes success? What are other
cities doing? For those just getting
into gear, where to start?
For now, here’s a snapshot of
London’s current investment and
employment environment, and a
glimpse of the approaches three
boroughs are taking.
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UK: LEADING ON GROWTH
According to the World Investment
Report 2014, the world saw an
estimated 3% growth in total
output in 2013. The UK performed
as one of the strongest European
countries, with a GDP growth of
1.8%, ahead of Germany (0.5%)

and the Eurozone average of -0.4%.
Similarly, global Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI) flows increased to
US$1.45 trillion (£875 billion) in
2013, with UK estimated inflows
valued at US$37.1 billion (£22
billion). In 2014, the projected

value of UK inward FDI stock 1
increased by 8.3%, reaching
a record US$1.6 trillion (£941
billion) making the UK the top
country in Europe for inward
FDI stock, and second in the
world after the USA.

Countries with the Largest Inward FDI Stock

FIGURE 1:

source: UKTI, 2014
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In terms of employment, 2013-14
saw a 12% year-on-year increase
in jobs (over 66,000) created by
international companies investing
in the UK economy. This was
the highest number of new jobs
recorded since 2000-01.
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In terms of sector breakdown,
UKTI shows the UK’s largest
concentration of inward FDI
stock in financial services (45%),
followed by mining (9%), ICT (8%)
and oil, pharmaceuticals and
chemicals (6%).

9%

Mining & Quarrying

FDI stock is a stable measure of FDI, and gives an indication of the confidence, commitment and long-term interest of foreign investors to invest in an economy.
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LONDON: PRIME POSITION
In terms of drawing inward investment
on a global scale, London performs
remarkably well, attracting more
overnight international visitors and
international students than any other
world city – and ranking extremely
high for businesses.
According to the Ernst & Young
European Attractiveness Survey 2014,
London was the top choice for overseas
investors, and the leading European
city to invest in. Key factors cited were
its international business culture (probusiness, global and accessible) and
the reputation of its companies.

FIGURE 4:

This resonates in the rankings on
economic performance, where London
attracts more FDI projects and more
large international subsidiaries
than any other city in the world,
offering global businesses a stable,
well-connected, business-friendly
environment through its regulation,
transparency and openness to trade,
investment and migration.
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London’s main employment
specialisms are in professional and
business support services, including
finance and insurance; professional,
scientific and technical activities;
information and communication; real
estate; and business support services.

FIGURE 5:

Europe’s Urban Appeal

Source: Ernst & Young, 2014

2014

Those overseas investors continue to
dominate the London property sector
too, with UK buyers making fewer
than 20% of commercial purchases in
2013 (FT) and Property Funds World
reporting that 71% of monies invested
in central London office stock in 2014
were from overseas. Encouraging
investment that also brings employment
must be an additional focus.

Source: London Enterprise Panel, 2015
Flow
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GLA projections from now to
2036 show employment expected
to increase significantly in the
professional, real estate, scientific
and technical occupations, followed
by administrative and support service
activities, retail and ICT.

In many ways, these are the sectors
of the future: broadly speaking, highskilled, adaptable, scalable, mobile
and profitable – perfect for a fastmoving global hub like London.
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THE BOROUGHS: STRENGTHS,
WEAKNESSES & USP S
What’s happening in investment
and employment at ground level
is less uniform. Central London
authorities may be able to pick and
choose investment partners, but new
commercial and mixed zones and
struggling town centres are having to
work much harder to compete – both
with each other and with UK and
overseas alternatives. Identifying and
marketing local assets, from affordable
floorspace through housing to
connectivity and community, can make
a huge difference.
For a sense of how local authorities
are faring, Figure 6 outlines active
enterprises as well as births and
deaths. The city is in constant flux,
with 83,600 enterprises starting in
2013 (18% of the total) and 49,600
closing. Westminster, Camden and
Barnet had the most active enterprises
and the most deaths, while Barking
& Dagenham had the fewest active
enterprises, and the fewest start-ups
along with Sutton and Kingston.
Lambeth had the highest proportion
of new enterprises (29% of its total),
followed by Newham (25%) and Barking
& Dagenham (23%). Lambeth and
Newham also experienced the highest
proportion (13%) of enterprise deaths,
though the proportion of start-ups was
much higher than that of businesses lost.
The lowest start-up rates included
several economically active authorities
– City of London, Camden and
Westminster among them – as well
as affluent commuter boroughs like
Kingston and Richmond. Camden
and Hackney were also among the
boroughs with the fewest enterprise
deaths, suggesting lower churn and
possibly greater support for business.

London Business Demography: Active Enterprises, Births and
Deaths of Enterprises (2014) Source: London Datastore, 2014
FIGURE 6:
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Number of Employees per sq km in Each London LSOA

Source: ONS, 2014

Figure 7 shows how peaks of employment
are distributed across London’s Central
Activity Zone and well-connected
commercial and commuting centres
(ONS, 2013).
As noted, this briefing and the longer
report to follow focus on investors who
bring employment. For these decisionmakers, the ‘added value’ a city or
borough offer can make all the difference,
particularly at a time when cities are
competing on a global scale. Traditional
inward investment or relocation decision
factors are shown in green in Figure 8.
What’s newer for the modern London
context – and what boroughs are
increasingly making the most of – are
quality of life; cost and availability of
housing, which 73% of businesses in
the LEP’s London 2036 report cited as a
“significant risk to the Capital’s economic
growth”; and local authority attitude
and support, which can include fiscal
incentives but have much more to do with
capacity, speed and responsiveness.
The following pages will touch on
accessibility, labour market and occupancy
cost and availability. The case studies
start to explore attitude and quality of life
(often expressed through place-making),
and other factors, including housing, will
form part of our larger report. Boroughs
are starting to think of inward investment
in terms of these metrics, playing up their
strengths to offset any gaps.

FIGURE 8:

Factors Influencing Location

Source: Future of London 2015
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PUBLIC TRANSPORT &
DIGITAL CONNECTIVITY
In examining business priorities,
the draft London Infrastructure
Plan 2050 identified transport
as the top concern, followed by
digital infrastructure.

FIGURE 9:

Average Public Transport Accessibility Score for London Boroughs

Source: London Datastore, 2012

Around 1.17 million people
now travel into London’s central
activity zone each day, with
many routes operating at or
beyond capacity during peak
hours. The advent of Crossrail
will help, but with the population
expected to exceed 10 million by
2036, pressure on the system will
continue to build.

Harrow

This has serious consequences
for business. If travel grows
in line with these population
projections, over 200,000 jobs
could be at risk from “not having
the transport in place to support
commuter growth” (LEP, 2015).
Worst
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Level of burden felt by London’s small businesses, in
terms of infrastructure, cost and the local administrative burden
FIGURE 10:

Source: KPMG, 2014
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The practical and reputational
impact of limited transport capacity
is already being felt. In a 2014
KPMG survey of 200 Federation
of Small Business members from
across London, eight out of 10
respondents rated the quality and
availability of public transport as
“significant” to their success. The
index showed LB Havering with the
greatest infrastructure challenges,
while small businesses in Westminster
currently have “the most beneficial
infrastructure”.

When it comes to moving people, the
inner London boroughs well-served
by public transport have the clear
advantage for employers. The scales
tip back, however, when it comes to
commercial movement – construction
and deliveries in particular. Companies
operating in inner London must
contend with traffic and road works
exacerbated by narrow streets; the
high cost and scarcity of parking;
and the cost and time implications of
congestion and low emission zones.
Outer London and surrounds fare
better in this regard.

Another factor was broadband quality
and availability, noted by 84% of
respondents as “significant to the success
of their business” (KPMG, 2014).
Globally, London has a poor reputation for
digital connectivity. According to the 2015
Ookla Net Index, the UK ranks 30th globally
for average download speed (29.39Mbps,
compared to 104.28Mbps in top-rated
Singapore). Poor digital connectivity in
London is mainly driven by pockets of
under-performance, due to prohibitive
costs, slow connection speeds and long
wait times for installation – particularly for
smaller businesses (LEP, 2015).

LABOUR MARKET
Overall, London continues to be the
employment engine of the UK, with
15.8% of all jobs (5.1 million in JulyAugust 2012), including 2.3 million in
small- and medium-sized enterprises.
SMEs and self-employment are an area
where several outer London boroughs
– with their offer of lower-cost housing
and commercial space and a chance
to skip the costly commute – are
starting to stake a claim.
At the borough level, employment was
distributed into the following sectors
in 2013:

FIGURE 11:

Workplace Employment Sectors per Borough

Source: ONS, 2014
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FIGURE 12:

London’s Boroughs by Jobs and Unemployment

Source: LEP, 2015. Chart courtesy of London First, #London2036
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Figure 12 illustrates the job density
and unemployment levels in the
London boroughs.
The highest job densities in the Capital
are typically in inner London and the
M4 corridor, in boroughs such as
Hammersmith & Fulham or Kensington
& Chelsea. These boroughs have
strong local job creation and low
unemployment rates, and their good
transport connectivity can offset their
high housing costs. Conversely, well-

8
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connected commuter boroughs like
Richmond and Bromley also perform
strongly, with relatively low job
densities but high employment rates.
The boroughs in the top and bottom
right quadrants face the biggest
challenges. Boroughs in ‘mixed inner
London’, such as Tower Hamlets
and Southwark, have relatively high
job densities, but still have high
unemployment. “These are areas
where greater focus is needed to help
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local residents access and compete
for jobs” (LEP, 2015). Boroughs
in low-employment areas, such as
Barking & Dagenham, have both low
job densities and high unemployment
rates; the London Enterprise Panel’s
London 2036 report suggests that they
must boost housing, transport and
residential services to “improve the
integration of the local economy with
the city as a whole”.

SKILLS
Overall, London’s employment rate is
increasing. By June 2014, it was at a
record high of 72.3% (ONS, 2014).
The city’s economically active age
group (16-64 years old) is expected to
grow from 5.7 million in 2011 to over
6.6 million by 2036 (GLA, 2013). But
what work will there be for them, and
at what level?

By 2036, the number of jobs in
the city is expected to grow to 5.7
million, for a projected average
growth rate of just over 35,000
annually. Some 800,000 of those
positions will require degree level
or higher qualifications, but only
560,000 more London residents will
be qualified to this level over the
same time (GLA, 2013). The practice
of importing talent from the rest of the
UK and abroad will clearly need to
continue to feed the Capital’s appetite
for skills. Boroughs which prioritise
skills development may be able to
gain advantage here, by attracting
employers and grant funding.

With London’s increasing service
industry structure, professional,
managerial and administrative roles
are expected to rise, accounting for
around 45% of all jobs by 2036.
By contrast, clerical and secretarial
occupations are expected to decline
by 325,000 (GLA, 2013).

FIGURE 13:

Employee Decline and Growth by Industry Group (2012-13)

Source: ONS, 2013
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The 2014 UKCES Employer Skills
Survey showed that 18% of firms are
recruiting, but skills shortages are
a problem: 23% of all vacancies in
London aren’t filled due to a lack
of applicants with the right skills,
and some sectors suffer more than
others. Just over 66% of businesses
reported difficulty recruiting highly
skilled people, particularly in the
STEM disciplines (science, technology,
engineering and maths) (CBI 2014)
and half of all skilled trade vacancies
in London are “hard to fill due to skill
shortages” (UKCES, 2014).
Even when vacancies are filled, 45%
reported that not all staff have the right
skills for the job; in both the public
sector and the hotel and restaurant
sector specifically, over a quarter of
respondents said some staff were not
“fully proficient” (UKCES, 2014).

4.9%

79,700
0

Declining sectors for employment
are at least as important for local
authorities to monitor in the longer term,
particularly with regard to commercial
property portfolio evolution, housing
and community services matched to
incoming demographic groups – and
skills training.

11.6%

Professional,
Scientific and
Technical
-20,000

Figure 13 outlines shifts in sectors,
some vital to London’s economy and
employment base – this is one of the
areas where newer commercial zones
can start to take advantage of major
trends. Between 2012 and 2013, the
‘professional, scientific and technical’
sector grew significantly, with almost
80,000 new employees, with ICT
employment climbing as well.

40,000

60,000

14.8%

80,000
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OCCUPANCY COST & AVAILABILITY
OF COMMERCIAL SPACE
The availability of (affordable)
commercial space is another –
if not the most – crucial factor
in attracting employment to
a borough, and prices for
commercial space in London,
particularly in the centre, are
notoriously high. Office rents in
most parts of London are rising,
with prices responding to low
vacancy levels and growing
tenant demand, particularly from
the media and financial services
sectors (Carter Jonas, 2014).
According to Knight Frank’s
2015 Global Cities Report,
London vacancy rates for office
space fell to their lowest (6.1%)
in 10 years in 2014, and these
rates are expected to fall even
further: by 2019, the office
vacancy rate is expected to be
4.4%, second only to Tokyo
among top world cities.
To accommodate projected
growth, London’s office stock
needs to expand by 28 million
sq ft by 2020; however, between
2004 and 2014, stock increased
by just 15 million sq ft (Knight
Frank, 2015). Will the Capital’s
improved economic situation
be enough to combat supply
chain and planning pipeline
blockages?

FIGURE 14:

Rateable Value of Business Floorspace (2010-12)

Source: London Datastore, 2014
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Deciding where that office space is
most appropriate and ensuring that the
housing and infrastructure connections
exist to support it is a key regional
priority that could help speed the
delivery of commercial space and the
investment and jobs it accommodates.
This is one area where the Greater
London Authority is taking a strong
supporting role, particularly through
Opportunity and Intensification Areas.

FIGURE 15:

Sites designated as Opportunity Areas
have strong potential, with the capacity
to provide a minimum of 5,000 jobs,
2,000 homes or a mixture of the two.
They are often on brownfield land with
significant remediation requirements,
and the designation is meant to
kickstart activity.

include changing land use, land
assembly, providing infrastructure,
and improving transport access.
OAPFs identify site-specific challenges
and offer a timescale for dealing
with them, reducing uncertainty
(and therefore risk) for development
partners.

The GLA assists boroughs in
drawing up Opportunity Area
Planning Frameworks, which put
a clear focus on practical steps to
accelerate development. These can

The 2014 draft Further Alterations
to the London Plan identifies
18,500 hectares of land suitable
for development, with capacity for
579,000 jobs and 294,000 homes.

London’s Opportunity and Intensification Areas

Source: Future of London, 2015

See interactive Future of London Opportunity Areas map at http://bit.ly/LondonOAs

Opportunity Areas are already being
shown to accelerate investment, planning
and development. But what are boroughs
themselves doing? Local authorities
must compete with each other and with
centres across Europe – and sometimes
the world – for investment.

They must do so with tighter budgets,
competing land pressures for
housing, schools and commercial
space, and political pressures
between going slow for consultation
and fast for revenue generation and
risk mitigation.

Future of London’s full report will
assess and share approaches in
depth. For now, here are three
snapshots of different approaches
across the Capital.
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INVESTOR APPROACH:

CROYDON – OUR TIME IS NOW
Tackling perceptions and promoting strengths
Between the 1950s and 1980s,
Croydon’s Opportunity Area (COA)
transformed into a leading London
Metropolitan Centre, offering large-scale
commercial, retail and civic functions.
Over the last 30 years, however, the
COA’s prominence declined, largely
due to “a decrease in demand for
‘back-of-house’ office space in the area
and the emergence of Canary Wharf
as an alternative office location” (GLA,
2014). This led to “an increase in
vacant office space and a related fall
in the numbers of people working,
and travelling into, the COA.” That
shift, combined with limited investment
in improvements during that time,
damaged the perception of Croydon
as an investment area.

FIGURE 16:

“This borough has great connections,
affordable space, access to skilled
labour and professional clusters, but
it hasn’t had a ‘killer USP’ like the tax
breaks and political commitment of
early Canary Wharf, the cultural life of
the West End or the business focus of
the City. Croydon is now at a tipping
point: its natural strengths as a business
destination must be augmented by
a compelling location narrative that
makes it stand out. Our response is our
focus on creating a vibrant and creative
business district, our commitment to
supporting the burgeoning tech industry
by attracting the UK’s best operators,
and fostering a genuinely relevant
cultural and leisure offer.”
Matthew McMillan,
Business Investment Advisor,
LB Croydon
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In working to attract inward
investment, Croydon has been
promoting its success and further
potential as an important commercial
hub in London, and more widely in
Europe, by focussing on key strengths:

A high level of transport
connectivity

Croydon’s Connectivity

Source: LB Croydon, 2014

To turn things around, the
borough has cast itself in a
new light, identifying its assets,
highlighting its strengths and
showcasing the opportunities
it can offer investors and
developers. The focus is
primarily on ways to increase
economic, retail, residential,
cultural and social activities
in a way that will guarantee
sustainable growth.

Croydon is one of the most accessible
locations in London, 12 minutes
from central London and 14 minutes
from Gatwick airport by rail, making
it highly attractive for investment
from London, the UK and overseas.
It also has a well-connected road
network and London’s only tram
network, Tramlink. The borough
wants to extend Tramlink and address
congestion at East Croydon station.
Croydon is served by three National
Rail services, London Overground,
and a bus network with 48 routes,
including six night services. Croydon
was one of 13 boroughs to receive
£25,000 to develop a cycling strategy,
and received a share of £4 million to
spend over three years to March 2014
to promote cycling in outer London
(TfL, 2014).
Looking outward, as a potential
regional hub for technology, Croydon’s
fast link to Gatwick positions it
naturally in the emerging network
of European tech hubs, including
Ile-de-France, Berlin, Copenhagen,
Stockholm, Budapest, Helsinki, Madrid,
Prague and Milan (Lombardia).

Affordable office space
Croydon boasts a healthy stock of
affordable office space, with the
average total occupancy cost for
Grade A space being £35/sq ft,
compared to over £60 in Docklands
and £160 in the West End (BNP
Paribas, 2014). With nearly 7 million
square feet of commercial space
available in the borough and another
2.8 million sq ft of Grade A office
space coming in the next five years,
Croydon is an attractive proposition
for investors and employers.
The borough is also one of the largest
commercial hubs in London, with the
highest concentration of employment
in outer London (along with Heathrow
airport). Figure 17 shows the
distribution across top sectors.

Croydon skyline 2020

FIGURE 18:
FIGURE 17:

(2013)

Top Employment Sectors

Wholesale & retail;
vehicle repair

Comparative Growth of London’s Top Ten Tech Clusters

Source: LB Croydon, 2014
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Growing financial, business
services and tech sectors
Croydon’s growth as regional hub
for technology is particularly notable.
There are 275 tech businesses with
1,560 employees in the centre of
Croydon, and a further 830 tech
companies operating in the wider
borough. It is London’s fastest growing
tech cluster and has achieved 38%
growth of new tech and media
businesses since 2011 (against
a London average of 17.1%) (LB
Croydon, 2014).

Access to a large, highly qualified workforce
Croydon’s commuter catchment
district enables companies to benefit
from proximity to London’s network
and a total talent pool of 1.1 million
economically active people within 30
minutes’ travel time – around the size
of the total population of Birmingham
– and more than 4 million people
within 45 minutes’ travel time (LB
Croydon, 2014).
Locally, Croydon offers employees
a family-friendly place to relocate
to, with 95 primary schools, 21
secondary schools and four further
education colleges. Almost 53% of

the borough’s households include
dependent children (compared with
less than 49% for London as a whole).
“Our [rationale] for investing in
Croydon is simple: the public
transport is excellent, it is part of
Greater London, it has a large number
of occupiers, it has a proactive and
pragmatic local authority, it has
huge retail potential and incumbent
investors that will make it happen.
Croydon is about to get a lot better.”
Charles Walford,
Director, Stanhope Plc
A BRIEFING FROM FUTURE OF LONDON:
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THE EALING CHALLENGE
One of the Capital’s notable success
stories, LB Ealing has grown from
positioning itself as Heathrowadjacent and then as “Ealing in
London” to staking out its own turf as
a destination for significant investment
and development.
With a proactive council and officers,
Ealing is a strong economic performer
with more than 15,000 businesses
and a workforce of around 160,000.
Entrepreneurship and business
start-up rates are high, with over
2,200 businesses formed in 2012.
Top sectors include film and digital
technology, food production and
distribution, due to excellent transport
links into London and to the South East.
“Ealing is a thriving part of London, a
great place to live, work and enjoy,”
says Lucy Taylor, Assistant Director of
Regeneration and Planning Policy for
the borough.

“Investors have recognised that and
are clamouring to develop here. The
challenge to us is how we can keep
improving, making sure that the whole
is more than the sum of the parts.”
Ealing’s success has had its impacts,
including escalating land values and
more difficulty providing affordable
housing for all sectors of the
population.
“Our challenge to developers and
investors is to deliver more innovative
and even higher-quality ideas and
schemes, in terms of developments
and also lifestyle improvements for our
residents and commercial occupiers.
We have to make the best better.”
One of the biggest changes the
borough faces is the advent of five
Crossrail stations.

The stations won’t open for a few
years, however, so the borough must
ensure that changes of use don’t
deplete office supply in the interim.
“We need to balance the provision
of homes with space for jobs,”
says Taylor, whose team recently
commissioned a report on the
commercial office market in Ealing.
See opposite for a snapshot of
the evolution of Ealing’s inward
investment strategy, from a focus
on commercial centres through
influencing local and London
planning frameworks around
Crossrail to realisation of these
major schemes. Two important
factors have been a consistent
promotional message and a
proactive approach. “These are
paying off,” says Taylor, “so we’re
able to be more selective now.”

“Crossrail is a game-changer for Ealing,”
says Taylor. “It will halve journey times
into central London and make it feel
closer, influencing where people choose
to live and locate their businesses.”

Development Strategy 2026
Development Plan Document

Adopted 3rd April 2012

L B Ealing’s Development (Core) Strategy

Ealing at MIPIM in 2014
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Ealing’s 2026 Development Strategy

Adopted 3rd April 2012

1

Southall Opportunity Area

May 2006 – Strategy: Capture
the benefits of Ealing’s globally
significant location and
development opportunities through
ambitious investment, infrastructure
and sector initiatives.
Activities included: Southall as a
gateway to Europe for South Asian
investors; high-quality town centre
development; support for transportlinked employment growth; developing
a credibility skills strategy.
April 2012 – Adopted
Development Strategy 2026
By 2026 Ealing aims to provide
14,000 additional homes, over a
million sq ft of new office floor space
and up to 1.38 million sq ft of new
retail floor space. Development of
these new homes, businesses and

retail space will concentrate primarily
in the Uxbridge Road Crossrail
corridor focussed in Ealing, Acton and
Southall town centres and along the
A40/Park Royal corridor particularly
focused in Park Royal, around North
Acton (by Old Oak Common) and in
Greenford.
July 2013 – Business Plan:
Objective – create economic
opportunity, stimulate investment,
employment.
Key activities included a highquality pre-application service
to stimulate regeneration and smooth
the delivery of regeneration, and
take-up of the Ealing in London
campaign, with marketing materials,
MIPIM participation and work with
end users, agents and developers.

Both were designed to improve the
quality of the built environment and
increase investment in Ealing.
July 2014 – Southall
Opportunity Area Planning
Framework: An area-based
approach to maximising the
potential of Crossrail, with GLA,
TfL and private partners
Capitalising on the vibrant
community of Southall and the fast
connection to London: 10 minutes
to Heathrow, 17 minutes to Tottenham
Court Road and 31 minutes to Canary
Wharf. Deliver at least 6,000 new
homes and 3,000 new jobs across
10 sites in a 520-ha opportunity area
over 20 years.
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BRENT– WEMBLEY CALLING
Park, set around the stadium. However
in a departure from its predecessor,
the new document breaks Wembley
down into its distinctive component
neighbourhoods to illustrate the
opportunities that they present, so
for example, there is a section on
Ealing Road.

“Brent is pro-growth and proinvestment but is not a major
landowner so has little to sell. We are
also not interested in a classic ‘Invest
in Brent’ approach as nobody really
knows what or where Brent is (except
for people working for the council).
Instead, we take a place-based
approach and talk about particular
distinctive locations.

Zone 4 values), open space (Three
Hyde Parks’ worth of open space)
and diversity (you can eat your way
around the world in Wembley). We
don’t focus on particular sectors such
as ‘creative’ or ‘tech’, since that’s
often largely futile. Sectors emerge
through a combination of market
forces – they are not created by a
local authority.”

The document highlights Wembley’s
‘place assets’ and uses ‘place data’
to layer up a narrative that seeks
to make a convincing case for
investment. We are then able to form
potentially powerful messages on
transport (Zone 1 connections with

Wembley Calling is Brent’s new vision
for the regeneration of Wembley.
As with all regeneration visions it is
a highly aspirational statement. The
major opportunity here is Wembley

Alex Hearn
Regeneration Manager for Wembley
Regeneration and Growth
Brent Council

THE PROJECTS TRANSFORMING WEMBLEY
A SERIES OF DEVELOPMENTS
AND LOCAL PROJECTS ARE
DRIVING THE DELIVERY OF
BRENT’S VISION FOR WEMBLEY

D
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Developments

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

9

Chesterfield House
Emerald Gardens
Imagine Nation Theatre
Lycée International de Londres

6

Unite Student Accomodation
Olympic Way residential
Costco

7

8

A

10

3
JJ

11
I

5

H

4

South West Lands
Brent House
Ark Elvin Academy

Projects

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

16

Supporting enterprise in Wembley Park
Transforming Olympic Way

Ealing Road

‘Fringe’ development programme
Wembley’s ‘work-shops’

Wembley Triangle

Wembley Central

Triangle junction and public realm improvements
Junction improvements at Park Lane
Junction Improvements at Ealing Road
Wembley’s West End
Two way working of Second & South Way
Crossrail connection to Wembley Central
Increase in trains to London Marylebone
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Wembley Park

Wembley Industrial Area

PEOPLE AND PLACE
YOUNG, DIVERSE AND WITH
MORE SELF-EMPLOYED THAN THE
LONDON AVERAGE, WEMBLEY’S
POPULATION IS ITS MOST
IMPORTANT, DYNAMIC ASSET
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Hindu
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Not recorded
No religion
Other
Sikh
Jewish
Buddhist
Muslim
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5
6

40%

7
8
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UNDER 29

2

11%
of Brent’s 311,215
population live in the
growth area

0 - 17
18 - 24

1

25 - 29
Other
Mixed
White
Black
Asian

30 - 59

1
2
3
4
5

4
3

2

30 - 44

5

2.8
the average household
size, an increase from
2.6 between 2001-2010

45 - 59
60 +

1

The Wembley growth area is
one of London’s most diverse
neighbourhoods. This is reflected
in Wembley’s varied religious
demographic.

10%
increase in the number
of households between
2001 - 2010

60 - 64
65 - 74
75 +

Nearly half of the growth area
population are under the age of
29 and a quarter are under 19.

13%

11.4%

9.4%

BRENT

LONDON

UK

Brent has a higher number of
self-employed residents than
the London and UK averages.

40% of the borough’s new
housing need can be
accommodated in the
growth area.

GREEN SPACE AND PUBLIC REALM
THREE HYDE PARKS’ WORTH
OF OPEN SPACE CAN BE ENJOYED
IN WEMBLEY, WITH A NEW
LONDON SQUARE NEXT TO THE
CIVIC CENTRE AND A PARK TO
THE EAST OF THE STADIUM
John Billam
ABOUT TO BE CREATED
Sports Ground

Fryent Country Park
Church Lane
Recreation Ground

Preston Park

Wembley Hill Green
King Edward
VII Park
Vale Farm
Sports Ground

Olympic
Square

Chalkhill
Park

Welsh Harp
and Brent Reservoir
Quainton Street
Open Space
Brent River Park
Arena Square

Barham Park

Wembley Park Play Park

Wembley Central Square
Sherrans Farm
Tokyngton Park
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